
Methodology

➢ Overview of LayoutNUWA. We propose a Code Instruct

Tuning~(CIT) approach that consists of three modules:

➢ 1) the Code Initialization~(CI) module quantifies the

numerical conditions and initializes them as an HTML

code with masks;

➢ 2) the Code Completion~(CC) module utilizes the

knowledge of large language models to complete the

masked portions within the HTML code;

➢ 3) the Code Rendering~(CR) module directly renders

the completed code into the final graphic layout.

Experiments

We propose LayoutNUWA, a groundbreaking approach that treats

layout generation as a code generation task, effectively enriching the

semantic information of layouts and leveraging the hidden expertise of

LLMs. Extensive experiments on multiple datasets have demonstrated

the superiority of our method. This research has the potential to

revolutionize the field of layout generation and pave the way for further

exploration and development of semantic-aware layout generation

approaches in various applications.

Code/Project Homepage: https://github.com/ProjectNUWA/LayoutNUWA

Overview

Code Initialization

• Adaptive Quantization: Clusters 

element positions and sizes 

using k-Means algorithm.

• Precision: One decimal place.

• Representation: Uses absolute 

positions for direct rendering and 

precision.

Template Construction

• HTML-based: Constructs templates 

from common web layout code.

• Tags: Describes elements with 

quantified positions and sizes.

• Layout Structure: Defines layout 

boundaries with opening and 

closing tags.

Code Completion

• Mask Tokens: Represents masked 

values for LLM prediction.

• Direct Token Vocabulary: Utilizes 

LLM's numerical token knowledge.

Streamline Layout Generation Process
The layout generation process begins with adaptive quantization to cluster and precisely define the positions and sizes of 

the layout elements. This is followed by the creation of HTML templates that use `<rect>` tags to represent each element's 

layout. To enable diverse layout predictions, language models are utilized to fill in masked values within the HTML code, 

with a self-consistency strategy that randomizes element order. The output is directly rendered using absolute positions, 

avoiding conversion losses, and is refined with regular expressions and clipping to ensure accurate webpage rendering. 

This method streamlines the creation of detailed and accurate layouts for various design requirements.

Conclusion and Future Outlook

Generated Cases

Partial experimental results, please refer to the paper for more 

experimental results. LayoutNUWA achieved SoTA results in all settings.
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